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Electronics Thermal Management in Information and Communications Technologies: Challenges and Future Directions

Suresh V. Garimella, Tim Persoons, Justin A. Weibel, and Vadim Gektin

Abstract — This paper reviews thermal management challenges encountered in a wide range of electronics cooling applications from large-scale (data center and telecommunication) to small-scale systems (personal, portable/wearable and automotive). The paper identifies drivers for progress, and immediate and future challenges, based on discussions at the 3rd Workshop on Thermal Management in Telecommunication Systems and Data Centers held in Redwood City, California, on November 4-5, 2015. Participants in this workshop represented industry and academia, with backgrounds ranging from data center thermal management and energy efficiency to high-performance computing and liquid cooling, thermal management in wearable and mobile devices, and acoustic noise management. By considering a wide range of electronics cooling applications with different length and time scales, the paper identifies both common themes and diverging views in the thermal management community.

Index Terms — Information and communication networks; Energy management; Thermal management of electronics.

I. BACKGROUND

The content of this paper is informed by presentations and discussions during the 3rd Workshop on Thermal Management in Telecommunication Systems and Data Centers held in Redwood City, California, November 4-5, 2015. The workshop drew together representatives from academia\(^1\) and a range of industries\(^2\) spanning large-scale electronics and telecommunications systems, to small-scale personal electronics. While the underlying thermal management challenges are similar in many of these applications, each is inevitably characterized by different drivers and constraints. This paper is inspired by discussions and presentations at this Workshop, and organized as follows: (i) observations related to the background for ICT thermal management, (ii) the business and technological drivers for progress, and (iii) a review of the wide range of thermal management challenges in large- and small-scale systems, using the workshop participants’ opinions as a starting point. (iv) Finally, an overview of the implementation of thermal solutions is presented, broken down into different technologies and heat transfer modes.

A number of recent publications have addressed the thermal management challenges in large-scale electronics systems, including those by the authors [1,2] that were based on prior workshops in this series organized by the Cooling Technologies Research Center, a National Science Foundation Industry/University Cooperative Research Center at Purdue University. Because of the growing energy consumption by large-scale electronic systems and the data center sector in particular [1], thermal management challenges in this sector have received a lot of attention in recent research and review papers [3,4]. The current paper acknowledges the significant challenges and opportunities in large-scale electronic systems; yet, its aim is to provide a more comprehensive context by also considering the needs and restrictions in small-scale electronic systems. The increasing degree of interconnectivity, continuing growth in data volumes at the level of personal electronic devices, and proliferation of embedded electronics and sensors in transportation systems will inevitably have repercussions on the energy usage by large-scale systems providing services such as cloud-based data storage and computing.

A widely adopted energy efficiency metric encountered in data center thermal management, and one which therefore
appears frequently in this report, is the power utilization effectiveness (PUE), defined as:

\[
PUE = \frac{P_{\text{tot}}}{P_{\text{IT}}} = 1 + \frac{P_{\text{th}} + P_{\epsilon}}{P_{\text{IT}}}
\]

in which \(P_{\text{tot}}\), \(P_{\text{th}}\), \(P_{\epsilon}\) are the power consumption of the ICT equipment, thermal management and electrical power delivery systems, respectively.

The amount of annual data generated globally in the last decade has rapidly increased from 0.1 ZB in 2005, to 1.2 ZB in 2010, and 8.5 ZB in 2015, with a projection of 40 ZB for 2020 [5]. Amazon, Google, and Uber are just a few examples of market-disrupting businesses that rely on real-time processing of ‘Big Data’. The handling of vast amounts of scientific data, such as human DNA sequences, would benefit enormously from cloud-based data storage and computing [6].

In terms of the energy footprint of public cloud computing, a survey by Uptime Institute has revealed that the average data center’s power usage effectiveness (PUE) has been only slightly reduced from 1.89 in 2011 to 1.70 in 2014 [7], still leaving ample room for improvement compared to the ideal value of unity.

In addition to the traditional air-cooled servers in a data center, ‘hybrid’ thermal management solutions employing a combination of air cooling and liquid cooling at the server level are being gradually introduced for high-end computing facilities. In a hybrid air/liquid cooled server, only the components with the highest heat loads such as processors are liquid cooled. More conventional liquid-based heat spreading techniques (e.g., heat pipes, vapor chambers) are not taken into consideration here. One key benefit of the hybrid cooling approach over traditional air cooling is the increased potential for recuperation of waste heat from the liquid coolant stream. Different system configurations are being considered to make use of this waste heat. Some of these involve complex thermodynamic cycles for maximizing energy efficiency and computational performance [8]. A hybrid liquid cooling solution (60% by water, 40% by air [8]) is cheaper than a fully liquid-cooled analog, and yet achieves a PUE as low as 1.3 [9].

With a tendency towards density-driven designs, liquid cooling (even if only used on high-power components such as CPUs) allows for about three times denser CPU packaging for the same footprint area, and a similar increase in volumetric power density (W/m²) [9]. Indeed, performance is increasingly being expressed in terms of volumetric performance (Gflops/W and Gflops/m³) [9]. This will require an even closer integration of ICT equipment and thermal management approaches in future designs.

Extreme heat fluxes beyond those encountered in typical data centers must be dissipated in radar, power electronics, and high-performance computing (HPC) systems. Evaporative cooling strategies in direct contact with the semiconductor device are therefore the focus of the current DARPA Intrachip/Interchip Enhanced Cooling (ICECool) program [10]. Targeted heat density levels are > 1 kW/cm² and > 1 kW/cm² with a chip temperature rise below 30°C and maximum temperature difference across the chip footprint below 10°C.

Thermal design for portable electronics requires approaches that are quite different from the traditional paradigms in large-scale electronics cooling. Here, the focus is on customer-centered performance, and thermal targets are driven by ergonomic considerations such as limits on the skin temperature. However with increasing performance and decreasing form factors, this end of the design spectrum also relies on concurrent interaction between electrical and thermal engineering teams. Electrothermal co-design emerges as a common theme for next-generation systems and devices, whether at large or small scale.

II. DRIVERS FOR PROGRESS

A. Business drivers

Current investment strategies in large-scale ICT facilities seem to be driven more by operational expenditure (OpEx) than by capital expenditure (CapEx), as evidenced by the increasing number of large-scale bare-bones systems relying on free cooling, designed for resilience rather than redundancy [1]. One might wonder whether relying solely on air cooling could result in a reluctance to invest in the development of new technology. Without research and development investment in higher risk cooling technologies including liquid cooling, higher CapEx costs may prevent these technologies from reaching a high enough penetration to achieve sector-wide savings in OpEx by a reduction in energy use [1]. However, changes in policy could induce a change in the CapEx balance between air and liquid cooling. Acoustic noise regulations are set by standards and thus subject to policy changes. An increase or decrease in noise emission thresholds would change the level of detail needed from aeroacoustics simulations in the development of servers. Along with other drivers including enhanced reliability and increased energy efficiency, this may push up the cost of air-cooled systems.

In other applications such as hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), the power density of inverters is such that air cooling would require high fan loads resulting in excessive acoustic noise levels. This has driven decisions towards liquid-cooled cold plates in personal vehicles. A similar shift may well arise with the advent of 3D integrated circuits and denser packages in HPC and volume servers.

Market drivers for liquid cooling also vary by region. Computational performance using overclocked CPUs is the main driver in North America, whereas energy efficiency and density are the main drivers for Europe and Japan due to the higher electricity cost.

The market demand for mobile phones with added features, functionality and performance inevitably increases thermal susceptibility. To keep up with performance demands, the average CPU power density per core has been steadily
increasing with phone generations. Top market drivers include price, battery life, functionality, as well as sleekness of the product which complicates electro-thermal design. Phone makers have a paradoxical choice concerning sleekness versus battery life – although sleekness is not a top priority based on customer surveys, manufacturer vie for dominance in the race for ever-thinner phones.

Comparing maximum power dissipation and the approximate cost of the thermal solution across different form factors, (i) a laptop is limited to 15-20 W at a cooling cost of $1.50/W, while the budget is (ii) 7-10 W and $2.50/W for a tablet and (iii) 2-3 W and $3.50/W for a mobile phone [9].

Other possible practical business constraints to a further penetration of energy-saving cooling methods could include the need to accommodate legacy air-cooled products, and being able to guarantee customers an established level of reliability.

B. Technological drivers

1. Computing versus communication costs

A key technological driver is the balance between the cost for computation versus the cost for communication [1]. This balance exists on the micro level, e.g., driving the evolution towards integration of logic and memory chips in a single package, as well as on the macro level in the balance between (on-device) local computing versus (off-device) cloud computing in data centers.

It is worth asking if there may be a shift back from cloud computing toward local computing if cheap, high-density options for local computing became available (such as IBM’s concept for a sugar cube-size supercomputer [11]). Or would this lead to data centers simply adopting and multiplying this enhanced technology on a larger scale?

It remains impossible to combine all functionality in a single device; therefore, the distributed heterogeneous model is the only viable solution. Intel’s Knights Landing is a ‘many integrated core’ coprocessor chip [12,13] which is a practical example of this model.

From a provider’s point of view, it is more economically viable to carry out as much local computing on the device as possible, since these energy costs are at the user’s expense, whereas server energy consumption is at the provider’s expense.

As transmitted data volumes increase, photonics and combined electronics/photonics modules for optical communication will gain in importance. The thermal management requirements are quite different in this case, with laser-based photonics requiring very precise temperature control to prevent laser wavelength drift. However, the same cooling technologies can be used for both electronics and photonics packages; for photonics, actively controlled thermoelectric coolers are considered in addition [14,15].

Photonics thermal management challenges may become more extreme for optical power transfer applications [16]. The introduction of more and more sensors in automotive systems has led to a significant increase in the amount of copper wiring. Significant weight savings would be achieved if a sensor could be connected with a single optical fiber for communication and power delivery. There are currently about 100 sensors in a typical car, but this number will be significantly higher for autonomous vehicles [17,18]. Vehicle-to-network communication is already in place (to exchange traffic information, for example) but the future will see more vehicle-to-vehicle communication as well.

2. Proliferation of different computing systems platforms

At present we have a good grasp of the thermal behavior of components; the computing revolution continues, however, with new and as yet unimagined applications in the ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT) [19]. As new applications emerge, the focus has shifted to systems rather than components. Computing will evolve along three vectors: (i) small, flexible, lightweight interconnected devices; (ii) increased computing performance at manageable cooling costs in data centers and other server markets; and (iii) increased proliferation of embedded computing (e.g., in automotive, healthcare, buildings, space, and other commercial/consumer markets).

The number of devices has increased from 2 billion in 2006 to 15 billion in 2015, and is projected to approach 20-50 billion by 2020 [9,20,21]. This evolution will see a rise in background computing in data centers. Today, the data center business includes enterprise ICT, cloud service providers, telecommunication service providers and scientific computing. From 2014 to 2018, a 15% growth in data center business is expected [9]. The main growth drivers are (i) the cloud market offering low-cost quick access, (ii) high performance computing (HPC), and (iii) Big Data manipulation.

From the 1990s to 2015, devices have evolved from clunky to sleek systems with more functionality, becoming slimmer and more portable. The next step seems to be even thinner, flexible devices which could be integrated in new ways, e.g., as part of clothing in the form of wearables. This broad spectrum of devices, packages and form factors will see a growing set of communication protocols. If different devices should be able to talk to one another, they will have to evolve an ability to support multiple protocols.

Across the spectrum from portable devices to data centers, a key focus is energy. Intel’s Shekhar Borkar anticipates an exascale data center with a power consumption below 20 MW to be realizable by 2020 [22]. This achievement would require a hypothetical processor with 4,096 cores on a die capable of 16 teraflops at double precision for below 100 W, or 200 Gflops/W. This exascale machine could be realized by combining 62,500 of these processors with four threads per core.
3. *Thermal management for mobile phones*

Experts on mobile phone thermal design see two clear trends: (i) towards thinner phones, requiring thinner electronics packages and boards, with package thickness reducing from 1.4 mm to 1 mm, and further to 0.5 mm in the near future; and (ii) customer demand for longer battery life that results in an increase in battery size [9]. However, because the printed circuit board (PCB) size has not changed, these trends lead to a consideration of different internal layouts. The PCB takes up 30-40% of the phone by area. Typical layouts have the battery below and PCB on top, or a C-shaped PCB with an elongated battery alongside. The board has very dense routing and this leads to a risk of hot spots on the outer skin surface of the phone within the limited package size.

Portable consumer electronics such as mobile phones have seen significant evolution in performance and to a lesser extent also in battery capacity. Between 2010 and 2012, the processor performance for Samsung Galaxy models has increased 5.9 times while the battery capacity increased 1.4 times [23]. The trends are similar for the Apple iPhone. So while performance and heat dissipation are sharply increasing, battery capacity is not following at the same rate.

The trend towards smaller form factors combined with higher performance means that hot spots become more prevalent and problematic to resolve. It is becoming more important to balance computing performance and power consumption. Key factors for innovative, active thermal solutions include heat radiating capacity, noiseless and vibration-free operation, scalability to smaller form factors, reliability, and low cost.

For wearables, low-power operation is crucial both from the perspective of battery life and ergonomic constraints related to skin temperature.

4. *How to extend the life of air cooling?*

At a previous Workshop in this series in 2012, the following list of required developments was proposed to extend the life of air cooling in data centers [1]:

1. **At the system level**: More efficient air movers (coefficient of performance, COP > 20) and a reduction in fan noise to below 60 dB(A).
2. **At the board level**: Optimized heat sinks with low pressure drop and thermal resistance, $R_{th}$ (e.g., $< 0.1^\circ$C/W for a 140 CFM 1U volume server) and alternative air movers to decouple pumping power and heat transfer, such as piezo fans, synthetic jets, and electro-aerodynamics.
3. **At the component level**: Limit the component power dissipation and reduce $R_{th}$ for component and thermal interface material (TIM).

Today there still seems to be general agreement on these targets, with particular emphasis on the importance of component-level developments. The system- and board-level developments are determined by economic drivers but the same board-level targets were deemed valid at the 2015 Workshop as well [9].

Regarding acoustic noise in data centers, there are two limitations to be considered: (i) annoyance and ergonomics, and (ii) regulatory safety limits for maintenance workers. While there is debate over the necessity of the former in data center environments, the latter will always remain because data centers cannot afford to shut down to carry out maintenance in quiet conditions. In residential areas, the annoyance limitation may yet prove important.

A significant contribution to the noise problem in air cooling comes from excessive fan backpressure resulting from poorly designed grilles and backplane connectors. Even in a notebook computer, the pressure drop is split approximately equally between the heat sink and the grilles and ducting. Improvements are possible by simply arranging connectors differently. Part of the solution would be to better educate other design teams on thermal-fluid engineering and aeroacoustics. Fans are already being customized for certain applications, with increased dialogue between ICT systems manufacturers and fan suppliers. This tailored design approach should include the placement of the fan and all components making up the air path.

A sometimes overlooked contributor to fan load is the need for air filtration, especially in uncontrolled building environments located in emerging markets with often high levels of airborne pollutants. The pressure drop across the filters may cause the fans to operate closer to stall conditions, thereby further increasing power consumption and acoustic noise levels [24,25,26].

For certain high-density board layouts, air cooling may become so challenging that liquid-cooled cold plates are the only viable option. The three main drivers for liquid cooling are performance, efficiency and density. Most practical implementations would not be 100% liquid-cooled, but instead involve a hybrid combination of liquid cooling for high-power components and air cooling for low-power components. This may shift the backpressure balance in favor of either fans or alternative air movers, although many of the latter (e.g., piezo fans and synthetic jets) can overcome only a small pumping head and require an integrated design approach to provide sufficient steady-state cooling performance [27,28].

In mobile devices, widespread introduction of forced air cooling is unlikely. However in an IoT context, there could be a need to plug in a mobile device into docking stations which could provide active cooling to unlock increased performance in the device. A large contact area with low thermal resistance would be required to accomplish this or some other form of thermal connection. At least for now, handheld devices do not seem to have reached a plateau where active cooling has become essential. Power-hungry functionality such as video recording is already commonplace, and other limits such as battery life are often hit before thermal limits.
III. IMMEDIATE AND FUTURE CHALLENGES

A. Diversity of perspectives

A summary of perspectives offered by Workshop participants from diverse sectors, facilitated by a polling device with real-time feedback, is provided below. For the results discussed in sections III.A.1 and III.A.2, responses were collected from twenty six participants. The top challenges discussed in section III.A.3 were based on responses from nine senior industry experts within this group.

1. Appropriateness of thermal management design metrics

In the case of large-scale ICT facilities such as data centers, participants believed by a 3:1 margin (Fig. 1a) that reducing the absolute energy consumption \( P_{\text{tot}} \) is preferable as a thermal management design target to reducing the PUE value (Eq. (1)) by minimizing the relative fraction \( \varepsilon \) through means such as running barebones servers in hot conditions and utilizing free cooling. This requires a collaborative effort between electrical and thermal design teams which could bring about joint reductions in \( P_{\text{IT}} \) and the ancillary \( P_{\text{fan}} + P_{\text{c}} \) can be accomplished in parallel.

As a metric, PUE values can be manipulated depending on how the power consumption is categorized. Its simplicity may have contributed to the proliferation of its use in the media. Indeed, it has focused the agenda on the issue of energy consumption and efficiency in these systems, and reducing thermal management energy consumption in certain facilities with high PUE values (\( \text{PUE} > 2.5 \)) remains a meaningful objective. Apart from PUE-related metrics, other metrics have been considered such as a coefficient of performance where the leakage, idling and rack-internal fan power are subtracted from the ICT equipment power and added to the (rack-external) infrastructure power consumption, \( \text{i.e.} \), thermal management and electrical power delivery [29].

2. Penetration of liquid cooling in future large-scale ICT facilities

Workshop participants predicted a 39% penetration-level of liquid-cooling techniques into large-scale ICT facilities (\( \text{e.g.}, \) data centers, HPC and telecommunication systems) in five years’ time, relative to a penetration level of 5-10% in 2015 [30]. This current level was pointed out to the participants prior to collecting their responses. Only convective liquid cooling techniques are considered, and not the more ubiquitous fully sealed heat spreaders such as heat pipes or vapor chambers. On a scale of 1 to 9 (1 being air-only and 9 being liquid-only), the histogram of responses in Fig. 1b shows a mean response of 4.1. The responses were distributed bimodally with a highest peak at 25% and smaller peak at 63% penetration levels.

Liquid-cooling proponents gave reasons such as an increase in energy efficiency and performance. High-performance computing is the primary market, with compound annual growth rate (CAGR) in excess of 15%. Some companies expected liquid cooling to be first introduced in their HPC facility, after which it may be adopted in other areas.

There has long been a moving horizon claiming an imminent transition to liquid cooling ‘less than 5 years away’, as well as a history of irrational fear of the introduction of liquid coolants. This apprehension seems to have abated somewhat in recent years as more evidence reaches the media [31]. Depending on a company’s culture, some will take longer to even start considering liquid cooling as an option.

A move from air to liquid cooling could be instigated by a demonstrated paradigm shift in performance, economics, or by regulatory mandates. The latter could become important as governments may decide to regulate energy usage. This could be done in the form of incentives or other mandates, which may tip the economic balance (through a shift in the total cost of ownership, TCO) toward liquid cooling. While European regulations do not apply to the US market, multinational corporations may tend to favor solutions that meet more than one market.

A transition to liquid cooling could take two forms: (i) a complete system redesign, or (ii) a gradual introduction of
component-level liquid cooling solutions, e.g., replacing fan-based CPU coolers with cold plates and a closed circulation loop with a secondary heat exchanger. These approaches will likely yield different gains in performance. In the personal computing market, liquid cooling has long been used in the gaming community, but it is unlikely to spread to a wider field any time soon.

3. Top thermal management challenges

Workshop participants, representing a range of industries from large-scale ICT hardware to automotive and handheld device markets, identified their top thermal management challenges. These were identified by the respondents without a list of suggested challenges being provided by the workshop organizers in advance. As illustrated in Fig. 2, the top priorities were different according to the sector: (1) low cost operation is a top priority for representatives from personal electronics companies, whereas (2) heat spreading, IC integration, co-design and collaboration are priorities for representatives from large-scale ICT system companies.

![Figure 2. Distribution of top challenges according to workshop participants: all participants, participants from companies involved in large-scale systems (e.g., data centers, HPC), participants from companies involved in personal electronics (e.g., handheld devices, automotive).](image)

The eight most common themes in the responses are plotted in Fig. 2, and together represent 75% of all responses. The blue line represents the responses from all participants, while the red and green lines indicate the responses from participants representing companies active in large-scale (red) versus small-scale systems (green). The values for each category in Fig. 2 correspond to the sum of occurrences in each respondent’s top three challenges, weighted by factors of 3, 2 and 1 from the first to third response. Responses from nine experts were taken into account for Fig. 2; five from industries involved in large-scale electronics and four with activities in personal electronics and automotive. The results should be seen as indicative and not definitive given the limited size of the companies polled.

B. Thermal and electrical challenges

From the early 1990s to the mid-2000s, processor chips based on CMOS technology were becoming increasingly thermally constrained, from the Intel 486 processor generating only 4 W, to the Pentium initially designed for 15 W but exceeding 100 W by 2004. Hot spots became an issue with the introduction of the latter, as local zones of high heat dissipation were in close proximity to local memory. With thermal design focusing on controlling junction temperature and hot spots, heat spreading became very important.

During this period, the thermal community responded with several initiatives that improved TIMs [32,33,34,35], thermal metrology [36,37], modelling [38,39] and various building block technologies such as microchannel heatsinks [40,41,42,43,44], ionic wind [45], heat pipes [46,47], and thermoelectric coolers [48,49]. It also saw the emergence of major research efforts funded in the US by DARPA programs such as HERETIC (starting 1992), followed by nTIM, MACE, TGP, NJTT, and ACM (2008), and most recently by the Intra/Interchip Enhanced Cooling (ICECool) program (2012). During this period, the thermal community responded with several initiatives that improved TIMs [32,33,34,35], thermal metrology [36,37], modelling [38,39] and various building block technologies such as microchannel heatsinks [40,41,42,43,44], ionic wind [45], heat pipes [46,47], and thermoelectric coolers [48,49]. It also saw the emergence of major research efforts funded in the US by DARPA programs such as HERETIC (starting 1992), followed by nTIM, MACE, TGP, NJTT, and ACM (2008), and most recently by the Intra/Interchip Enhanced Cooling (ICECool) program (2012). As continued increases in clock frequency on a single core would not be sustainable, the mid-2000s saw a shift to a new paradigm with the introduction of multicore architectures. This provided a way to constrain power dissipation without constraining performance. Multicore architectures eased the cooling challenges and reduced hot spots, leading to more uniform power maps. The rate at which the power dissipation increased also fell. For instance, at an approximately constant dissipation of 130 W, several versions of the Intel Xeon processor with increasing number of cores from 2 to 10 were able to increase their performance at 75% per year between 2007 and 2012 [50].

A number of technological thermal management challenges identified by Intel are:

- For high performance computing (HPC) systems: combining improved multichip packaged (MCP) components with high-performance, rack-level liquid cooling solutions (30-100 kW/rack). Multichip packaging is important to minimize the power spent in transmitting signals by means of shorter optimized interconnects. [51]
- For client systems and cloud servers: lower thermal resistance for MCP processors needed with at least a 2.5-fold improvement over the current junction-to-case resistances of ~0.1-0.2 K cm²/W, and TIMs with an increased compliance to accommodate die height variations in MCP processors.
- For wearables and portable devices: flexible thermal
interface materials (TIMs), and more options for reducing skin temperature other than throttling performance.

In the face of these challenges, the past decades have seen good collaboration between academia and industry, and cooling demands have hitherto been met in all cases. As the semiconductor industry evolves to cater to a wide gamut of devices, thermal management will be needed for a wide range of form factors, powers and power densities. The challenge is for the thermal management community to develop a portfolio of building block solutions in anticipation of this demand.

1. Large-scale electronics systems

A significant fraction (about 90%) of the total energy used in computing facilities goes to moving data around. In the absence of a cheap and low-energy medium for storing large amounts of data, current systems are forced to use a series of computing and memory storage devices ranging from CPU cache, random access memory, and local hard drives to network storage. This hierarchy is currently unavoidable but needs a lot of power. Flattening this hierarchy, and removing the multitude of copper interconnects will be a significant challenge [52].

To cope with future demands related to Big Data, the main characteristics of next-generation memory are that it be non-volatile, high density, very low power, and fast. Thermal management of memory encompasses a wide range of time and length scales down to the molecular level, requiring molecular dynamics-based thermal modelling in order to correctly simulate the device’s thermal characteristics [53]. Electro-thermal co-design of server architectures is being used to optimize layouts of a high number of dual in-line memory modules (DIMMs). DIMMs are traditionally not considered the thermal bottleneck in servers but this situation is now changing. For future 3D stacked designs, although the heat dissipation in memory devices is small (~100 mW) the thermal resistance they add between the processor and the outer case is important. For a 100 W processor, the maximum junction temperature can be reached with a single added memory die on top; thus embedded cooling within the package will likely be required for 3D chips [54].

Future high-speed data movement could see the integration of CMOS and photonic devices, with the added challenges of temperature-sensitivity of the latter. HP identifies the opportunities with the highest potential return as being at the nanoscale [9]: saving energy at the nanometer-scale offers the greatest return for the overall system.

2. Automotive applications

Hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) powertrains contain a large number of power electronics operating in harsh environments with strong accelerations, fouling and electro-magnetic fields. While allowable die temperatures are generally higher compared to logic devices, a growing power density requirement makes power electronics a strong emerging market for advanced thermal management solutions. Whereas traditional power electronics use narrow band gap materials (e.g., silicon, gallium arsenide), future devices will use wide band gap materials (e.g., silicon carbide, gallium nitride) which are more efficient and yet operate at higher temperatures (~300°C) [55]. Required heat transfer coefficients for these new technologies exceed 10,000 W/(m²K), beyond the limits of single-phase water-cooled cold plates [56]. Alternatives being considered are single- or two-phase jet impingement and flow boiling. Solutions that are insensitive to accelerations such as jet impingement are preferred in vehicular applications.

3. Small-scale personal electronics

a) Challenges related to skin temperature

The constraint of greatest interest for mobile phone thermal designers is not the junction temperature but the skin temperature at the outer surface of the device. Designs target a maximum skin temperature of 40-45°C and the highest possible temperature uniformity (i.e., an average-to-maximum temperature ratio above 0.8), although there are no standards yet for tolerable heat loads on the human body in terms of temperature, contact time, or location. Portable electronics pose particular challenges for thermal design, given the extremely limited physical space available for inserting thermal solutions and the limits on allowable surface temperature. This currently limits power dissipation in tablet computers to 7-10 W and smart phones to 2-3 W. Emerging devices such as smart watches amplify the challenge due to their continuous contact with the human body [9].

b) Challenges related to system design

In the design of thermal management controls for mobile electronics, complete system models are used to correctly represent the thermal behavior from the transistor level (microsecond response times) to the device level (response times up to minutes). Different devices have different ergonomic limits and usage times, from seconds for phones to minutes for tablets. These thermally aware systems contain several sensors for predictive temperature control, e.g., by throttling performance [57]. Internal heat conduction and capacitance is optimized using TIM layers, but the layout remains a challenge for architectures with memory on top of a CPU, resulting in a restricted thermal pathway to the outside. In mobile phones, a system-on-a-chip (SoC) package contains a processor, memory, mixed-signal and radio-frequency functions in a single package. Some challenges include the doubled heat flux in two-die stacks and the need to satisfy different thermal constraints in a single package by stacking memory on top of logic processors.

C. Acoustic noise emission challenges

1. Acoustic noise sources in electronics systems

In some application areas including personal electronics,
acoustic noise emissions are growing with the use of smaller, higher-speed fans producing strong tonal noise. Best practices are not always followed when designing air flow pathways. Active noise cancellation is impractical in most instances due to the distributed nature of aero-acoustic noise sources in turbulent boundary and mixing layers. Scaling laws for rotary fans can express the characteristic flow rate \(Q\), pressure head \(\Delta p\) and acoustic noise emission \(L_w\) in terms of fan speed \(N\) and diameter \(D\), as \(Q \propto N D^3\), \(\Delta p \propto N^2 D^2\), and \(L_w \propto 10 \log_{10}(N^n D^d)\) [58]. The exponent \(n\) depends on the fan type but generally \(n = 6\) [9]. Given the current trend of downsizing, to maintain the same flow rate the fan speed should increase as \(N \propto 1/D^3\), causing an increased noise level \(L_w \propto 10 \log_{10}(1/D^{12})\). Furthermore, the fan blade pass frequency (= number of blades \(\times N\)) also increases. If this highly tonal noise reaches 1-5 kHz, the fan will be perceived as annoying. For portable electronics, end-user surveys show that sharp tonality (even at lower dB levels) is perceived as very to extremely annoying [9].

Whereas rigid health and safety guidelines exist for noise emissions levels [59,60], these are only expressed as an overall averaged dB value and do not account for variations in the frequency spectrum. These criteria are appropriate for the classical situation of a person standing in the vicinity of a stationary device with a constant noise emission. By contrast, the psychoacoustic or ergonomic noise limitations for portable electronic devices are not static but evolving in time. The perception is the combined result of ‘sensation’ and ‘expectation’, where the expectation cost is not well understood. What the end user expects of a device, such as how hot they expect a phone to feel compared to a cup of coffee, plays an important role. The environment also plays a role: in environments with high background noise such as an airplane, users would tolerate more noise from a laptop fan. Based on an internal study at Intel, some challenges in ergonomics have not seen much change, while others are rapidly evolving. For instance, preconceptions about phones are moving quickly, and users are ready to accept different ideas, but that is not true in all fields. For design engineers, this means that a certain degree of fluidity should be allowed in requirements, which will require a change in mindset [9].

2. Aero-acoustic modeling and validation

Developing quieter air cooling methods requires insight into aeroacoustics in confined geometries. Flow-induced noise simulations can be used as a design tool but need experimental validation. For noise measurements, near-field acoustical holography (NAH) [61] or acoustical beamforming [62] relies on a microphone array to measure the spatially and phase-resolved sound pressure field. Numerical aeroacoustics can take several approaches: brute force direct numerical simulation (DNS) is impractical for routine electronics cooling design purposes. Several hybrid methods exist to separately solve the core flow with unsteady computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and the acoustic field on a larger domain, such as the method based on the Lighthill acoustic analogy and the Ffowcs-Williams and Hawkings equation [63]. For electronics cooling configurations, the latter can be further simplified with negligible loss of accuracy. To improve the near-wall treatment of eddies which are important for the noise source modelling, the large eddy simulation (LES) and unsteady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) approaches can be combined as detached eddy simulation (DES) [64]. Other techniques such as the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) [65] could be used as well.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF ADVANCED THERMAL MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

A. Heat conduction, spreading and storage

1. Developments in high conductivity substrate materials

For high heat flux applications (e.g., high-end servers, transportation, and defense), work is ongoing to develop near-junction high thermal conductivity materials and interfacing techniques to facilitate targeted heat conduction and spreading. The heat fluxes range from \(-1\) MW/cm\(^2\) for nanoscale IC heat sources at \(-1\) mm length scales to \(-10\) W/cm\(^2\) for IC packages at \(-1\) mm length scales [9]. For heat spreading applications, diamond has an exceptionally high conductivity. Breakthroughs in the deposition of synthetic diamond on silicon were made by Mercedes in the late 1990s [66], which led to an uptick in follow-up publications since the mid-2000s [67]. Carbon-based materials are being considered for production of solutions with a high conductivity and low density [68]. However graphene and carbon nanotubes only feature a high conductivity in one or two directions, whereas diamond offers high 3D conductivity.

Two examples of extreme limits for electronics cooling are (i) 3D integrated packages with stacked memory and logic chips for HPC, and (ii) high-electron-mobility wide bandgap transistor electronics (e.g., using GaN, GaAs, AlGaAs, InGaAs) [69] for radar and telecommunication applications. These wide bandgap electronics are facing extremely high (> 10 kW/cm\(^2\)) local fluxes or > 1 kW/cm\(^2\) averaged over the chip. Techniques are being developed for co-fabrication of GaN with a 30 nm-thick intermediate amorphous layer of SiN or SiC bonded onto a diamond substrate [70]. There is an evolution towards substrates of lower thermal resistance, using different material combinations to different extents (e.g., GaN on silicon, GaN on SiC, GaN on diamond).

2. Heat spreading and storage in mobile devices

Mobile phone thermal management approaches typically include both software- and hardware-based solutions. On the software side, static or adaptive algorithms are used to control power dissipation by changing both the processor clock frequency and voltage, thereby throttling performance as needed. An adaptive system tries to predict if more power will be needed, and adjusts the load accordingly [9]. On the hardware side, mobile phone manufacturers require efficient
heat spreading within a highly constrained thickness to mitigate hot spots and ensure surface temperature uniformity on the outer skin of the device. Internal air gaps can be used strategically to limit heat flow to the outer surface and thereby avoid surges in the skin temperatures. The thermal inertia of the battery and frame are also used as a buffer.

Compact thermal models can be used for design and operational control, but the models must account for the thermal coupling between the battery and processor [71]. Power consumption in a mobile phone processor comprises a static component (due to leakage and standby current) and a dynamic component (due to capacitance current). To handle the dynamic response, energy storage is typically used in the form of thermal mass of the battery and mechanical components, but phase-change materials (PCM) have also been proposed for use. However, PCMs typically have low thermal diffusivity making it difficult to remove heat at high fluxes. Graphite sheets used for heat spreading are only 10-100 μm thick; replacement of their volume with PCMs (in small quantities) could only be part of the solution, because it would only take a few seconds to heat up and melt.

Thermal management solutions for mobile phones have evolved in steps: when the Apple iPhone was introduced in the mid-2000s, performance throttling and a TIM on a metal surface were sufficient. Since then, a thermal management unit with multiple sensors and graphite sheet heat spreaders has become necessary [72]. Now, these thermal management units have become more advanced, with multiple embedded sensors. While it is unlikely that active liquid cooling will appear in mobile phones, heat pipes are now being adopted to provide more efficient spreading (e.g., SonyXperiaZ5, Samsung Galaxy S7, and others), which was unimaginable only a short time ago. These solutions typically place a heat pipe near the edge of the phone [73], likely due to severe thickness limitations in the middle of the frame (less than ~0.4 mm); much thinner vapor chamber technologies are required to place these solutions closer to the heat source.

While vapor chambers may offer a viable solution for passive spreading within mobile devices, conventional design approaches and performance metrics have focused on increasing the maximum achievable heat load and power density. The requirements for mobile thermal management are starkly different, and call for heat spreading efficiency to meet ergonomic constraints at ultra-thin form factors. The key heat transfer mechanisms governing the performance of vapor chambers with shrinking thickness have been recently identified in order to delineate the performance thresholds within which the effectiveness of a vapor chamber, as a function of geometry and heat input, is greater than that of a comparable solid heat spreader [74]. For ultra-thin vapor chambers operating at a low power, the heat spreading resistance is dictated by the vapor-phase behavior; design approaches and working fluid selection criteria must be revised with these considerations.

Existing ultra-thin heat spreader characterization approaches do not reflect the mobile thermal management application environment or prioritize the ergonomic considerations. A new characterization approach has been recently developed to assess the behavior of heat spreaders in a simulated scenario of heat rejection to the ambient via natural convection [75]. The surface temperature distribution is measured directly, and performance metrics have been proposed to characterize heat spreader performance in terms of the surface temperature uniformity. The testing methodology can be used as a tool for the assessment of vapor chambers and heat spreaders intended for use in portable electronics platforms.

B. Convective air cooling

Recent reviews of current server cooling techniques for large-scale electronics systems and data centers are presented by Khireabadi and Groulx [76] and Ebrahimi et al. [77], among others. As noted in a previous review by the authors [1], current air cooling technology can still be further optimized. As discussed in connection with the acoustic noise emission challenges in Section III.C, although fans may be well-designed components, the air ducting is not always implemented according to best practices. Closer collaboration of thermal and aeroacoustics experts with system architecture designers is crucial to extend the life of air cooling in servers.

As discussed in Section II.B.4, there are various limitations to air cooling, indicating that a gradual transition to liquid cooling may be imminent (see Section III.A.2). Some companies involved in large-scale electronics systems remain reluctant to make this transition. Moreover the gunnut of electronics cooling applications continues to proliferate towards many different smaller platforms (see Section II.B.2), for which liquid cooling will remain impractical. Many of these smaller platforms currently rely on radiation and natural convection as the ultimate heat sink, yet the higher-end devices may soon resort to forced air convection.

Fan-based air cooling has proven very resilient in the face of growing thermal demands. Advances in alternative air-moving techniques (such as the ones described below) may gain importance in the coming years for the following situations: (i) to enhance natural convection without resorting to rotary fans for small-scale platforms, or (ii) to supplement fans in the cooling of server components with moderate heat fluxes e.g., alongside liquid cooled CPUs in hybrid-cooled servers.

- Piezoelectric fans [27,78,79,80] have proven a viable cooling solution in controlled environments. Their main advantages are low cost, low power consumption, low noise and good reliability. However in harsh environments, dust fouling and accumulation on the blade changes the resonance frequency of the oscillating fan. In this case vibration frequency tracking can provide a partial solution, changing the actuation frequency based on a measurement of the free resonance frequency [81]. Good thermal performance is observed in the moderate heat flux range of 0.1-1 W/cm², making these most suitable for low-power platforms (below 40 W) and thereby bridging the overlap
zone (15–40 W) between natural and forced convection heat sinks.

- Synthetic jets could also provide solutions in this moderate heat flux range between natural and forced convection, although with properly integrated design of the actuator and ducting, these devices can achieve significant local cooling comparable to steady impinging jets [82] in the heat flux range 0.2–5 W/cm². Since both synthetic jets and piezo fans are essentially agitators, the overall air path should be carefully designed to avoid recirculating hot air. A synthetic jet can be quieter than an axial fan for the same or better thermal performance [83]. Furthermore, a pair of phase-controlled adjacent jets can be used to control the angle of the jet flow [84], thus providing opportunities for active cooling control. Synthetic jets (and piezo fans) can be used in combination with low speed fans to decouple local heat transfer from thermal advection due to bulk air flow. With the introduction of compact liquid cooled heat sinks on server CPUs instead of high pressure drop air cooled heatsinks, the overall pumping power budget may shift dramatically to enable synthetic jets and piezo fans to obtain a foothold in server cooling. In data centers this could reduce maintenance cost and increase energy efficiency.

- Other alternative air movers are being studied as well; from bladeless fans to avoid the blade passage-related tonal noise to electro-aerodynamics for small platforms (<3 mm) for which bearings are unsuitable. The latter could use low-voltage piezoelectric transformers to generate a corona discharge in air [85].

Other opportunities to enhance air cooling include (i) advanced flow simulation and optimization tools, and (ii) combining numerical shape optimization techniques with additive manufacturing of validation prototypes [86,87] such as selective laser sintering of aluminum alloys (e.g., AlSi12).

C. Convective liquid cooling

Since liquids (and water in particular) have a much greater volumetric heat capacity than air, component-level liquid cooling remains an active research area. Recent research focuses on targeted liquid chip cooling and heat transfer enhancement [88,89,90]. This section does not provide an exhaustive research overview, but highlights selected topics related to the implementation of single- and two-phase liquid cooling.

1. Single-phase liquid cooling

Current end users of single phase liquid cooling make up a diverse group including gaming enthusiasts and HPC facility operators, e.g., in universities with limited floor space. For instance, rack-level liquid cooling was installed in an academic supercomputing center in Poznan, Poland [91] using Huawei E9000 chassis with CH121 nodes (30 kW/rack, 910 Gflops/node). CPU cold plates achieve a thermal resistance of 0.03 K/W, with secondary cold plates cooling the DIMMs. Hard plastic corrugated tubing is used to facilitate tight bending radii. The fittings are cold-inserted into the tubing which provides a robust seal. Custom-designed quick disconnect dry-break plugs are used at the manifold [92]. These are reliable but expensive, and the dry-break technology requires coolant filtration to prevent fouling on the quick disconnect couplings. Interestingly, the system filtration demands are not determined by the microchannel cold plates but by these quick disconnect couplings. Per rack, more than 40 kW of heat can be dissipated at a pressure drop of about 14 kPa at 500 mL/min and 40°C inlet water temperature [9].

More expensive dielectric fluids may be necessary in case of direct contact between the coolant and electronic circuits (e.g., immersion server cooling [93]). Usually however, water or glycol water mixtures are preferred due to their low cost, excellent heat transfer characteristics and established use in other engineering applications [2]. A typical coolant is a propylene glycol water mixture with additives specially designed to prevent corrosion and biological growth. With the right choice of inhibitors, the coolant can be used without problems in combination with dissimilar metals including copper, aluminum, stainless steel, etc. [92].

2. Two-phase liquid cooling

Two-phase liquid cooling remains an active area in both academic and industrial research and development. This section covers a selection of ongoing work.

An example of industrial research and development in this area is by Toyota Research Institute of North America for thermal management of power electronics in HEVs. Unlike other two-phase cooling approaches, jet impingement is insensitive to the orientation of gravity (or strong accelerations) in automotive environments.

A two-phase cooling test facility was developed [94] for single and multiple jets impinging on a copper heat spreader, using a fluorocarbon working fluid (3M™ NOVEC™ 7100). Both smooth and finned impingement surfaces were tested. For a system pressure drop below 1 kPa, the finned surface gives the best heat transfer performance. For two-phase jets impinging on a finned surface, the averaged heat transfer coefficient is 5.5 times higher with 50% lower pressure drop compared to single-phase operation. Alternative porous surfaces [95] featuring open or closed tunnel-like passages [96] and pin-fin designs [97] dissipated heat fluxes of up to 100 W/cm² with heat transfer coefficients of up to 70,000 W/(m²K). Using R245fa as working fluid, a small-scale two-phase system is capable of handling heat fluxes up to 200 W/cm² and heat transfer coefficients up to 100,000 W/(m²K) for pin-fin surfaces.

In single-phase cooling systems, an increase to such heat transfer coefficients would require a significant reduction of the hydraulic diameter of the cooling channels. The use of such small structures would drive up the cost significantly and increase the risk of clogging. Two-phase operation can provide a solution without the need for such small-scale flow.
As part of the DARPA ICECool Fundamentals program, a research team at Purdue University is dissipating high heat fluxes by feeding an array of high-aspect-ratio microchannel heat sinks in parallel with HFE-7100 via a hierarchical manifold for fluid distribution. Two performance-enabling aspects of this design are the (1) fabrication of suitably high aspect ratio microchannels etched into the silicon test chip to provide the necessary surface area enhancement to dissipate the target heat fluxes at an allowable surface temperature rise, and (2) parallelization of flow across an array of short-flow-length microchannel heat sink elements to minimize the pressure drop.

A hierarchical manifold microchannel heat sink array test vehicle, with all flow distribution components heterogeneously integrated, has been fabricated to demonstrate thermal and hydraulic performance of this technology [98]. High-aspect-ratio microchannels are etched into a silicon chip (with heaters and sensors embedded directly on the back side) and thermo-compression bonded to a silicon plenum plate. The heated chip area is cooled by a 3 × 3 array of microchannel heat sinks that are fed with HFE-7100 through the plenum using a hierarchical manifold. Background heat fluxes of up to 500 W/cm² and hotspot fluxes of greater than 2500 W/cm² are simultaneously dissipated at an average chip temperature ~30 °C above the fluid inlet temperature [98]; background heat fluxes alone of up to 800 W/cm² have been dissipated at ~60 °C [9].

Flow boiling instabilities that induce maldistribution are a challenge for implementation of two-phase microchannel heat sinks [99,100]. Several geometric enhancements have been proposed to suppress instabilities, such as inlet restrictions [101], channel tapering [102] and the use of surface roughness [103]. Recent work at Stanford has focused on vapor/liquid phase separation, i.e., vapor extraction from a microchannel flow using permeable membrane surfaces [104] or heat pipe-inspired separation using phase-separator coatings on a porous medium which keeps liquid contained within structure by surface forces, yet allows evaporation at the boundaries. One remaining challenge with membrane vapor separation is membrane clogging. Recently published work has demonstrated capillary-fed porous copper structures capable of dissipating over 1200 W/cm² in boiling with water, at a low superheat not exceeding 10 K at maximum dissipation rates [105].

Nucleate boiling is an efficient mode of heat transfer with applications throughout the industrial and power generation sector. Its main limitations are susceptibility to a larger wall temperature excursion prior to bubble incipience and at critical heat flux (CHF). The goals for boiling heat transfer enhancement are (i) to promote onset of nucleate boiling at low wall superheat, (ii) to increase the slope of the boiling curve, i.e., increase the boiling heat transfer coefficient, and (iii) to increase CHF.

Surface wettability can be used to affect nucleate boiling, but with different effects: A hydrophobic surface promotes nucleation whereas a hydrophilic surface promotes rewetting and thus increases CHF. Hybrid surface treatments which include both hydrophobic and hydrophilic areas can be manufactured by chemical or physical means [106,107]. Results are promising but fabrication is complicated, and the wetting distribution is fixed while boiling is a highly transient phenomenon.

One way to actively control boiling relies on electro-wetting (EW), in which the surface wettability is controlled by applying an electric field. Most literature on EW is on the control of droplets [108,109] yet its effect on bubbly flows is not yet fully understood [110,111,112,113]. Preliminary experiments at the University of Houston have demonstrated that the bubble dynamics can be effectively controlled by EW and that nucleate boiling heat transfer can be favorably improved over the entire range of boiling regimes. For a pool boiling experiment with a hydrophobic heated surface, a 2× increase in CHF and a 50% increase in boiling heat transfer coefficient were observed in the presence of the applied electric field, compared to the case without EW actuation [9]. Electrowetting in combination with hydrophobic surface treatment could be considered for other applications in high heat flux thermal management, for instance to control two-phase instabilities in parallel microchannel heatsinks [114].

D. Waste energy recuperation
The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) Technical Committee 9.9 issued guidelines in 2004 and 2008 for the operation of data centers. These early guidelines had quite a narrow recommended room temperature range (18-27°C) and an allowable maximum temperature of only 35°C [115]. The 2011 ASHRAE regulations [24] have widened the operating temperature envelope to a maximum allowable room temperature of 45°C. The greater temperature difference with the outside air facilitates so-called free cooling using external ambient air as heat sink without the need for computer room air conditioning (CRAC) units. Energy reuse has become an important aspect, and various technologies are being considered to upgrade low-grade waste heat from large-scale electronic systems, such as organic Rankine cycles (ORC), fuel cells, and absorption chillers [1,9]. Depending on the exhaust water temperature, different technologies can be used as heat sink. For water at 50°C, free cooling seems the only viable option. To avoid mechanical chillers, evaporative-assisted dry coolers are preferred. For water above 65°C, room heating can be considered. Electricity generation only becomes viable for water above 80°C [9].

An example of a multi-stage waste energy recuperation strategy for liquid-cooled ICT equipment was presented at the 2015 IMAPS Thermal Workshop [116], comprising fuel cells, adsorption chillers, and evaporative-assisted air-side heat exchangers. This was a demonstration of how to recuperate
useful energy from an ICT coolant outlet temperature of only 55°C using a combination of the aforementioned technologies. Research and development teams have been resourceful in developing novel solutions (e.g., piezo fans, synthetic jets, bladeless fans, electro-aerodynamics) to augment or replace traditional rotary fan-based architectures.

With high-end portable electronics such as tablet computers pushing the limits of natural convection and radiation as ultimate heat sinks, some of these novel air-moving techniques could find acceptance in a range of emerging platforms.

A closer integration of multidisciplinary design teams seems to emerge as a common theme for the thermal management of next generation systems and devices, whether at large or small scale [117]. This holds true across the transistor level (material scientists, electro-thermal design engineers), package level (thermo-mechanical and thermo-fluid design), server board and rack level (aeroacoustics and fluid dynamics) and system integration level (thermodynamics, energy policy and technoeconomics). Cross-communication between engineers to bridge these notional interfaces is critical to keep pace with the foreseeable thermal management challenges in both large- and small-scale electronics systems.
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VII. GLOSSARY OF ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers
CAGR compound annual growth rate
CapEx capital expenditure
CDU coolant distribution unit
CHF critical heat flux
COP coefficient of performance
CPU central processing unit
CRAC computer room air conditioning
DARPA Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
DIMM dual in-line memory module
EW electro-wetting
flops floating point operations per second
HEV hybrid electric vehicle
IC integrated circuit
ICECool Intrachip/Interchip Enhanced Cooling (DARPA program)

ICT information and communications technology
IoT Internet of Things
MCP multichip packaged (components)
OpEx operational expenditure
PCB printed circuit board
PCM phase-change material
PUE power utilization effectiveness
RRH remote radio head
SoC system-on-a-chip
TCO total cost of ownership
TDTR time-domain thermo-reflectance
TIM thermal interface material
TSV through-silicon via
TTR transient thermo-reflectance
VOF volume of fluid
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